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In this paper, the problem of determining graphs which are switching cqulvaknt to at least 
their iterated lme graphs is considered, and such connected graphs are characterized. 
For standard terminology and notation in graph theory, we refer the reader to 
PI. 
A marking p of a graph G = (11, E) is a function CL : V -+ (+, -} which assigns a 
sign (or color) plus (+ or black) or minus (- or white) to each vertex of G. We 
write Gw to indicate that G is ;i graph together with a marking I_L of its 
vertices-it is called a marked gmph (see [l, 4, 51). We let J& denote the se- of 
all markings of G. 
Switching a graph G with respect to a marking c.r, E J& means deleting all edges 
between positive and negative vertices in G, and introducing a new edge hezween 
a positive and a negative vertex whenever they were nonadjacent in G, (see 12, 
73). The graph obtained after switching G, will he denoted Y(G,), and is called 
the switched graph. 
A graph G is said to switch to a graph H rf there exists p E J& such that 
9(G,J = H (here, and henceforth, ‘=’ between two graphs indicates their 
isomorphism)-then we write G - H. The relation - so defined is an equivalence 
relation on the set of all graphs, and hence we can speak about switching classes 
of graphs. Any two graphs in a switching class are said to be switching equbaht 
BO each other. 
V .V. Menon [ 61 solved t at is, the graphs which 
are isomorphic io their n-ti , p. 711) for ~111 n 2: 1. and 
the solutions ace just 2-regular graphs. 
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G-L(G) G-L(G) 
hd b) 
t .: v t 1 tlic cxccptional solutions to G - L(G). 
[‘_J. The only graphs which are switching equivalent to their line 
gruphs art? Z-regular graphs and the ten graphs E,-E,,, shown in Fig. 1.1 (they are 
marked so as to switch !n their live gruphs). 
In view of the fact that the 2-regular graphs, which are the only solutions to 
G = LYG 1 for every 11, are also contained in the set of solutions of G - L(G), in 
2] they were called ‘orclinary solutions’ and IS,-E,,, were called ‘exceptional 
soIutiGns*. It is conventional to regard the ordinary solutions as being ‘mono- 
chromatic’. Howevcx, in the exceptional solutions G, always both signs (or colors) 
occur and oue has G # L(G). 
In this paper, we’ generalize Theorem 1.1, in the connected case, by obtaining 
all the connected graphs sarisfying the graph equation 
I-I--L”(I+) forsome nal, 
(1.1) 
which are precisely as given in our following main xsult of the paper. 
. The only conmected solutions to (1. I) are 
fi) C, (rN) if YZ# 1, 3:, 
(ii) Cr (r 2 3) a& Ei-E,, of Fig. 1.1 if n = 1; 
(iii) CT (r 2 3) and El1 of Fig. 1.2 below if n = 3. 
utions to (1.1) well be takeln up elsewh-xe. 
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Fig. 1.2. The unique exceptional solution to H - L”(H). 
The series of results obtained in this sectior, establish Theorem 1.2. 
Since any two graphs switching equivalent to each other must have the same 
orders. any solution G to ( 1.1) must satisfy 
p(G) = p(L”(G)) = q(L”-l(G)). (2.1) 
Henceforth, all the graphs will be assumed to be connected. The following is a 
straightforward observation. 
If G is a graph having a cycle, theE ~(L(GWq(G)~p(G), with 
q&(G)) = q(G) if and only (f G is a cycle. 
Let pi(G) denote the numl~er of vertices of degree i in the graph G. Then it is 
easy to see that 
qUAGN= 1 (S)pi(G)=p(O)-p,(G)+,~~ ((;)-+i@h 
i21 A.. 
(2.2) 
Also, for a tree G one has 
PI(G)=~+ 1 (i-.2)p,(G). (2.3) 
is3 
Substituting (2.J) in (2.2) we get 
q(L(G))-p(G)=--2+ pi(G) for a tree 6. 
i>3 
(2.4) 
Now, for a solution G of (1.1) since (2.1) requires q(L(G))sp(G), the 
following results are immediate from the Eqs. (2.2)-(2/I) and are deduced in 
order. 
is either a cde or 
of degrees at most 
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3. For auy graph G, q( L(G)) = y(G) if and only if G is either a cycle or 
i:; CI free havirtg exactly two vertices of degree 3 and all other vertices of degrees at 
r?Iost t WC). 
cycle. 
. If G is a solution ti) (1.1) for c;ome n and is not a tree, then G is a 
acyclic. 
lf G is a solution to ( 1.1) for some n, then G is either a cycle or is 
on 2.3. If G is an acyclic solution to (1.1) for some n, ther: p,(G) = 1 or 2. 
. lf G is an acyclic solution to (I .l) for some yz, then 
q(L(G)) = 
p(G) = 1 1 -q(G)) if pJG) = 1, 
p(G) (=qlG)+ I) if p3(G) = 2. 
(2.5) 
6Si S. Sf G is an acyclic solution to (1.1) for some n then 
p,(G) = I 3 Gj- L”(G) except possibly for n = 3 (2.6) 
arzd 
pJG)=2+G?_L”(G) exceptpossiblyforn=2. (2.7) 
Henceforth, we shall assume that G is a solution to (1 .l) for some n (of course, 
ccnnectedness of G is already assumed). If G is a cycle, obviously it is a solution 
to (1.1) for all n? 1. Thus, in view of Proposition 2.5, we are led to hunt for the 
exe!;iional solutions to (1 .l) in just two types of trees G, viz. 
and 
Type- 1 
(la) d(u)s3 for all rxV(G), 
lb) p,(G) = 1. 
[(2a) d(u&3 for all UE V(G), 
Type-2 4 
I 0) p,(G) = 2. 
pj G is an acyclic Type-l solutkw io (1.1) for some n, then 
Ci; = E, ,, the gr&:i of Fig. 1.12, artd n = 3. 
et G be a Type-1 tree a:ld u be its vertex of degree 3. Firstly, we claim 
that exactly one of the three pains adjacent to u has degree 2 in G. Suppose that 
this is not true. If none of the vertices adjacent to u has degree 2 in G it follows 
= K3 impks a contradiction to (2.1). 
ver: ices adjacent to must have degree 2. Then our 
aving 
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Fig. 2.1. 
deg;-ee 2. But then one can easily show that p(G)< p(L’(G)), a contradiction to 
(2.1) in view of (2.6). Now, the structure of G can be as in Fig. 2.1 where k 2 2. 
We then claim that k = 2. Suppose that k 2 3. In view of (2.6) is suffices to show 
that G+ L’(G). Consider L”(G) whose structure is as in Fig. 2.2. We shall show 
that L3(G) cannot ‘Je switched to G Towards this end, we attempt to mark this 
graph so as to switch it, first of all, to .j tree. Any marking of I_.“( C;) meeting this 
requirement (suppose that p is one such marking of L’(G)) must be dichromatic 
on each cy( le of E3(G) (CL is said to be dichromatic on a subgraph if at least two 
vertices of the subpraph receive different signs in p). Therefore, since L3(G) 
contains K3 U K2 a3 an induced subgraph whenever k 24 dichromaticity of p 
forces a triangle in the switched graph 9(&“(G)),). Thus, we must have k = 3. 
Then the subgraph induced by the set (a, b, e, zO} in L3(G) is isomorphic to 
K3UK1, and hence the dichromaticity of p implies two cases, viz. (i) p(a) := 
p(b) = +, p(e) = -, and (ii) y(u) = -I-, ~(6) = p(e) = -. 
Fig. 2.2. 
If (i) holds, then &,) =: +, for otherwise (a, 6, zO, a) would be a triangle in the 
switched graph. Norm, c and d must be of opposite signs, for otherwise (e, c, d, e) 
or (c, zO, d, c) would remain as a triangle in the switched graph. Without loss of 
generality, let CL(C) == -- and p(d) = +. Then we get (a, c, e, z,, d, a) to b2 a cycle in 
the switched graph, a contradiction. 
On the other, han 2, if (ii) holds, then ,u( z,) = -, for otherwise (b, e, zo, b) would 
be a triangle in thz switched graph. This implies that k&(c) = +, for otherwise 
(b, (:, e, b) woulci be a triangle in the switched graph. Now, if J.&I) = + then the 
switched graph would be the Type-l tree shown in Fig. 2.3, a contradiction to the 
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$$tructurc of G. On tht other hand, if p(d) = -, then the vertex c would be 
i!;olated in the switched graph, a contradictiorn to the connectedness of G. 
Thus, it jiollows that k = 2. But then G = Ell, and the marking displayed on its 
vertices as in Fig. 1.2 can be seen to switch it to L”(G) = Kl+ cd. q 
Pro 3. No Type-2 tree is a solution to (1 .I) fog any n. 
1IPasof. In view of r,2.7), it is enough to show that no Type-2 tree is a solution to 
H - L*(H). 
Fig. 2.4. 
Let G be a Type-2 tree and (u,, ul,. . _, uk) be the unique path joining the two 
vertices u = u. and u = uk of degree 3 in G. Suppose that &C 32. Then L2(G) 
contains the graph & of Fig. 2.4 as an induced subgraph. Now, suppose that 
there is a marking p of L*(G) which switches it to a Type-2 tree. Then p is 
dichromatic on each cycle of L2(G)-hence, in particular, the triangles A, 
.= ia. b, c, a) and A,=( x, y, z, x) in & must be dichromatic (i.e. containing 
vertices of different signs). Then the two adjacent vertices of the same sign in A, 
and a point of opposite sign in A2 yield a triangle in the switched graph 
YU2(G)J, a contradiction to our supposition that p switches L*(G) to a tree. 
thus, we must have k = 1, and hence L’(llG) must contain the graph S of Fig. 
2 5(a) as zin induced subgraph. Then the four distinct possible cases in which the ._ 
points of !i could have received signs in Al. are shown in Fig. 2.5(b). In each of the 
s: b 
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Fig. 2.6. 
cases (i)-(iii) we find a cycle in the switched graph which we have indicated below 
the respective case. Thus, the cases (i)--(iii) are ruled out. We shall show that even 
case (iv) cannct occur. Towards this end, we show first that G cannot contain any 
vertices of degree 2 (i.e. that priG) = 0). Suppose that p2(G)> 0 and let h be a 
point of degree 2 in G. Without loss of generality, we may assume that h is 
adjacent to u (se< Fig. 2.6(a)). Then L2(G) contains the graph W of Fig. 2.6(b) as 
an induced subgr.\ph. Now, if p(d) L= +, then(c, d, z, c) is a triang”re in the switched 
graph, and if ~(6~) =-, then (a, b, d, a) is a triangle in the switched graph-both 
are contradiction!;. Thus, G must be the Type-2 tree shown in Fig. 2.7. But then 
L’(G) = S and EA. is as shown in Fig. 2.S(iv) while ZI’((L’(G)),) = 3K,, a contradic- 
tion to the connectedness of G. 0 
G: 
F g. 2.7. 
From the abov: resuhs Theolem 1.2 follows. 
Wadhakrish- 
me to tackle 
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